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You can now allow regular or administrative use by security group of X25 Analytics Projects with the use of a

new "Security" button that links to the Series25 Group Administration tool (using the "3.1 Administrative Access

to X25 Analytics" permission)

Individual Events and Locations can now be selected in a snapshot’s Data Filter

Additional Fixes and Improvements

The "Class/Event Placement by Room Capacity" report has an updated legend that now displays a new

look and an "Enrollment Meets Room Capacity Exact Match" item

The "Aggregated Meeting Patterns" report in Section Analytics has been renamed to “Aggregated Non-

Compliant Meeting Patterns," and descriptions have been added or improved for this and other reports

The headers remain visible in all Section Analytics reports whether or not data is returned

New Tree Map grouping options include "All" (previously "No Grouping") and "Breakpoints" (formerly

"Range")

Made column headers more concise in the "Events" table with clearer, more full labels

The Metrics summary page can now be shared to a story

Project lists are now sortable

Removed erroneous ability to create snapshots in a project where the user has view only permissions

Ensured the Default Data filter always saves changes, and made sure Quick Snapshots are always

successful

Fixed unavailable "Simulate" button after creating a new simulation run in the Optimizer Modeling and

selecting lists, and ensured simulation runs can be removed

Resolved issue where location counts no longer appeared in the " Passing Times Traffic" report after

toggling the display options

Addressed sorting issue in tables when grouping links in a column

Fixed overlapping text display issue in Safari within the " Schedule Distribution" report

Ensured select mode checkboxes and labels always appear when changing filters in the " Demand By Time"

report, and clarified the representation of events spanning multiple time periods

Limited access to projects and snapshots for users with insufficient permissions

Standardized language and labels across the application
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